
Dear Mr. Durst and the entirety of the Altamont School administration, 
 
 
We, Altamont alumni and affiliates, are writing this letter to respond to your recent statements to 
students, alumni, and parents and to call for widespread change at Altamont. While the 
statements are rooted in good intentions, they do not adequately address issues with Altamont’s 
learning environment, nor do they name or acknowledge police brutality, racism, and white 
supremacy. They neither acknowledges the prevalence of racism and state violence against 
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC), nor do they articulate a clear commitment to 
anti-racist education. We believe that Altamont has a responsibility to recognize the current 
moment we are in by actively committing to greater justice and equity. The responsibility does 
not end there: Altamont must also address its history as a predominantly white private 
educational institution located in Birmingham, Alabama, on occupied indigenous land.  
 
As we write this letter, people around the world are mourning and protesting the unjust murders 
of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, Tony McDade, and countless other Black 
people who were killed by police and other white supremacists. We are at a critical moment 
where the issue of anti-Black racism and police brutality is at the forefront of public discourse. 
Black Americans have been fighting for justice and equality for far longer than the current 
political moment; in fact, this is an integral part of the history of Birmingham itself. Increased 
anti-racism education and a firm commitment to social justice at Altamont is long overdue. It 
should not have taken such violence for large-scale conversations about anti-Black racism and 
police brutality to be had, and similarly it should not take such circumstances for Altamont to 
articulate a stronger commitment to anti-racist education. Altamont is responsible for educating 
its students—most of whom benefit from their race and/or class privilege—and yet it does not 
embody a commitment to anti-racism in its curriculum, student life, or institutional values. This 
cannot go unaddressed.  
 
The Black Lives Matter movement, including the current uprisings and protests, are situated 
amidst centuries of systematic discrimination and violence against Black Americans. Despite 
this, crucial histories around Reconstruction, the Tulsa race massacre, the lasting legacy of Jim 
Crow, the Civil Rights Movement, and mass incarceration are often ignored in core Altamont 
history classes. Events that occurred in Birmingham itself are hardly mentioned. When classes 
do focus on literature or histories from the South, white voices have been overrepresented in 
curricular materials, and Black voices are underrepresented. The curriculum does not align with 
Altamont’s core value of ‘balance’ when students are graduating having read countless books 
by William Faulkner and none by James Baldwin, Angela Davis, or Alice Walker.  
 
Further, many older alumni graduated from Altamont without having read the works of Martin 
Luther King, Jr.. Even more recent alumni have left Altamont without having engaged in the 
critical history of Birmingham with regard to the Civil Rights movement, much less a knowledge 
and understanding of the many forms of racial injustice throughout US History. Few courses 
require—much fewer center—readings by Black authors or include narratives of other 



marginalized voices, and no courses detail the long history of activism by marginalized 
communities in America such as the Stonewall Riots, the formation of the Black Panther Party, 
the American Indian Movement (AIM), and many more. Courses that do include literature by 
Black authors or analysis of Black history are typically AP classes or senior seminars. This 
means these courses are not required content for anyone, and many students will graduate 
from Altamont without ever having engaged with such content. This implies that Altamont does 
not view the histories of violence, oppression, and resistance for communities of color in 
America as critical. In addition to the absence of histories of BIPOC in America, the Altamont 
curriculum does not include or center novels, art, theatre, stories of community, or stories of the 
everyday related to the experiences of BIPOC in America. Black history is so much more than a 
history of discrimination and inequality, yet the current Altamont curriculum does not include 
these narratives. Altamont must address these curricular shortcomings and include BIPOC and 
non-Western texts and perspectives. 
 
In addition to curricular matters, Altamont must acknowledge and commit to addressing 
dynamics of power and privilege within all aspects of life. Committing to anti-racism means 
creating the space to actually discuss anti-racism: what it means, how to practice it, and how to 
center education around it. It is crucial that Altamont teaches its students that structural racism 
is not a thing of the past, nor is it simply isolated to overt racist incidents. Racism, white 
privilege, and white supremacy impact every student, alumni, and faculty every day, and these 
systems are linked to sexism, homophobia, transphobia, classism, and ableism. Often, 
conversations about racism and white supremacy are relegated to separate activities and left 
out of the classroom. This is not enough: Discourses of power and privilege must be interwoven 
into all aspects of education and Altamont student life. Altamont has the space and tools to 
facilitate difficult and powerful conversations about identity (e.g. small class sizes and low 
faculty-to-student ratio, to name a few), and with many students beginning as early as the fifth 
or sixth grade, Altamont has the opportunity to carry these conversations from middle through 
highschool.  
 
Finally, we cannot brush past the failures of the administration to address past racist incidents 
perpetrated by Altamont students and even faculty, and Altamont’s failure to acknowledge its 
own history. Altamont sits atop a legacy of structural racism, being one of many schools that 
facilitated racial inequities in schooling in Birmingham through ‘white-flight’ responses to school 
integration. That history is crucial for understanding our present, and Altamont cannot pretend 
that it does not exist.  
 
The demographic disparities in the student body cannot be ignored. For many students, but 
especially for Black students, Altamont was, at times, a very difficult and unwelcoming learning 
environment. This ranged from seemingly minor events, such as faculty or other students 
repeatedly making anti-Black “jokes” to explicitly racist bullying. Many alumni endured this 
experience throughout their time as students at Altamont. When the school administration does 
not prevent these situations from happening and fails to create a safe space for its BIPOC 
students, the institution is complicit. When the school does not address these instances when 



they become known, the institution is complicit. Students should not be subjected to this 
treatment. We expect Altamont to prioritize addressing racism within the school immediately.  
 
In closing, we ask for the following changes and actions to be made by the school 
administration. We ask that concrete steps towards these goals and documentation of these 
steps be provided transparently to the Altamont community after no more than one (1) academic 
year: 
 
 
On Classrooms/Curriculum 
 

- The Altamont curriculum should be rooted in anti-racist teaching and culturally 
responsive pedagogy. This does not mean that the ‘standard’ curriculum cannot 
continue; it means that this curriculum needs to be shifted to ensure that students are 
engaging with histories related to BIPOC and other marginalized and underrepresented 
identities and experiences and that they are reading texts from authors of a wide range 
of identities and positionalities. The content of the curriculum should be strongly related 
and connected to the current social climate and issues of justice in both middle and high 
school. If Altamont does not feel that it has adequate resources to make these changes, 
then the school should hire external consultants who are adept at racial equity and social 
justice work within education.  

- Develop a comprehensive curriculum for all students to engage with discussions of race, 
allyship, privilege, power, and white supremacy. These conversations should begin in 
fifth grade and continue throughout all eight years of the Altamont education. Students 
can and should be reading about anti-racism in each year of their education.  

- Mandatory faculty training on implicit bias, privilege, power dynamics, and 
justice-focused education. Faculty should be prepared and equipped to facilitate safe 
classroom spaces and articulate their commitment to safe spaces.  

- Develop guidelines for faculty in addressing racist language in historical documents and 
texts, and maintain consistency in these practices across faculty members. Key texts in 
the curriculum, such as To Kill a Mockingbird and The Adventure of Huckleberry Finn, 
include racial epithets that cause discomfort and harm. It is important that faculty are 
prepared to discuss how to navigate this language and that they prioritize the safety and 
comfort of Black students in their classrooms.  

- Take students to the Birmingham Civil Rights Institute or another Civil Rights 
site/museum at least once every academic year. For example, all students should visit 
the many civil rights museums located in Montgomery and Selma, such as the Rosa 
Parks Museum, the Equal Justice Initiative Legacy Museum, and National Memorial for 
Peace and Justice, at least once during their time at Altamont. When students are going 
on these trips or leadership opportunities such as conferences related to identity, 
privilege, and power, we ask that this learning does not stop at the end of those trips, but 
those discourses are intentionally brought back to the Altamont community through 
reflection and dialogue.  



- Create a consistently-run project week trip centered on the Civil Rights movement. 
- Commit to having at least two (2) seminar courses each semester dedicated to BIPOC 

works of literature, art, or historical movement-building. Altamont offers many specialised 
seminars, such as Macroeconomics, The Vietnam War, and Southern Literature. While 
our above demands include the incorporation of critical analyses of race and privilege 
into all Altamont courses, Altamont must also create spaces where the work and 
histories of BIPOC are centred, valued, and celebrated.  

- In the college counseling process, ensure that Historically Black Colleges and 
Universities (HBCUs) and Minority Serving Institutions (MSIs) are firmly presented as 
valuable educational prospects to students. In the past, students with interest in these 
colleges have felt discouraged and not acknowledged. Ensure that HBCUs and MSIs are 
invited to come to campus. If the current Altamont college admissions counselors do not 
feel that they can speak to HBCUs and MSIs, Altamont then should hire an additional 
counselor(s) to fulfill this role.  

 
On Institutional Structure 
 

- Create a Diversity and Inclusion office to strengthen the commitment to diversity across 
the school and support the implementation of many of these demands. We also ask that 
faculty who are often asked to take on additional labour related to diversity, especially 
BIPOC faculty, are compensated adequately for their additional time and labour, rather 
than expected to take on this work as an additional responsibility.  

- Take steps to hire more faculty of color, especially Black faculty. Recommended 
approaches would be the Diverse Slates hiring approach, which requires that at least 
two candidates of color must reach the final stage of the interview process before a 
hiring offer can be made, or seeking faculty who specialize in both education and racial 
equity.  

- Make a conscious effort to recruit students with diverse racial, socioeconomic, and 
academic backgrounds, and commit to growing financial aid resources for students of 
marginalized identities. Altamont should better represent Birmingham and the 
surrounding communities with regard to race, socioeconomic status, and other aspects 
of identity. 

- Develop a specific and formal process for students and parents to report racist incidents 
perpetrated by peers (including parents and students) and faculty. This process must be 
transparent and include clear information about who will see these reports, how they will 
be handled, and how students and parents who report such instances will be protected 
from repercussions.  

- Train faculty and staff in bystander intervention related to racist incidents to ensure that 
they can sensitively and successfully deescalate such situations in the moment and 
respond appropriately when such situations are reported.  

- Clearly state in the Student and Family Handbook the school’s zero-tolerance policy for 
offenses caused by students, parents, faculty/staff, alumni, and board members relating 
to racial discrimination and harassment.  



- Develop and administer anonymous climate surveys to both students and faculty 
biannually to understand the community atmosphere and address ongoing concerns. 

- Require that the Board of Trustees include (1) a larger number of non-white members, 
particularly Black board members, to better represent the interests of marginalized 
students, and (2) a non-affiliated member of the Board with a demonstrated commitment 
to racial equity to address issues of diversity, given that BIPOC parents and alumni who 
serve on the Board may feel uncomfortable speaking out if they fear that they or their 
children could experience retaliation. Diversifying the trustees is imperative to 
implementing changes in policy and practices that will improve the school environment. 

- Summaries and minutes of the Board of Trustees meetings should be shared with the 
Altamont community (including students and alumni). We call for greater transparency, 
especially with regards to key decisions.  

- At least one Board meeting per academic year must be open to students and alumni. 
This should include a town-hall format so that students and alumni can raise up serious 
concerns.  

- Require that the Altamont Alumni Association officers include a larger number of 
non-white members, particularly Black alumni, to better represent the interests of 
marginalized students and alumni.  

 
On Current Events and Institutional Values 
 

- Release an updated statement in regard to the recent instances of police brutality that 
directly acknowledges and states what Altamont stands for and what it stands against.  

- Provide direct funding and support to BSU and other identity/cultural groups. These 
organizations are distinct from other extra-curricular activities and providing funding is a 
way that Altamont can actualize a commitment to supporting diverse students. These 
organizations should be seen and valued by the school administration.  

- Black History Month is not a check-box for Altamont to quickly pass by. We ask for 
greater intentionality in planning the events of Black History Month. To be clear, we do 
not mean for our other demands to be condensed into this one month: We are asking for 
a continued and consistent education about race, equity, and privilege throughout a 
student’s time at Altamont, AND for Black History Month to be carried out with 
thoughtfulness and inclusivity that has not always been present.  

- Altamont should aim to center BIPOC voices throughout the entirety of the year 
and the curriculum. During Black History Month, Altamont should focus fully on 
engaging Black leaders, authors, academics, and activists, both in the school and 
in the Birmingham community.  

- Altamont should provide support and funding for BSU to create independent 
programming during Black History Month, if BSU is interested in doing such 
programming.  

- Altamont should convene an organizing committee for Black History Month that is 
dedicated to programming events during the month and ensuring that 
programming is embedded into the daily Altamont experience.  



- Altamont must reckon with, acknowledge, and document its past. For example, in the 
current archival project that Altamont is engaged in, Altamont should develop and share 
with the Altamont community how this project will include analyses of Altamont’s 
historical position within Birmingham with regards to racial justice and injustice. 

- Currently, Altamont’s core values include Respect, Balance, Integrity, Curiosity, and 
Leadership. We call for a review of these values by a diverse panel, including students, 
staff, and alumni. We believe these values do not articulate a strong enough 
commitment to justice and equity. 

- Altamont’s honor code is distributed widely and displayed in every classroom and 
learning space on campus. Altamont should be promoting a commitment to racial justice 
with the same strength and consistency as it does the honor code. This includes a 
commitment to creating educational spaces that are safe for students of different 
identities, especially students of marginalized identities.  

- In the C. Kyser Miree Center’s standards, it states, “Additionally, students are expected 
to be tolerant of all differences—of both thought and culture—and to meet or exceed all 
goals and commitments established in the action plan for their Miree Projects.” We ask 
for the standards of the Miree Center to be reevaluated by a diverse panel, including 
students, staff, and alumni. We believe we should ask and expect more from one 
another than just tolerance of differences; we should ask for allyship and solidarity, and 
the mission of the Center should center on such values.  

- We ask that the title of “Headmaster” be removed from Altamont, even if informally. This 
title is steeped in Antebellum South vernacular. We advocate that Altamont “Heads of 
School be referred to as such, or as “principals.” 

 
We have drawn inspiration and language from the letter from students and alumni to the 
Greenhills School (link here). We are empowered by the knowledge that there are many alumni 
and students of countless other educational institutions who are asking their schools for a 
deeper commitment to change and an actualization of their values of justice and equity. We 
hope that Altamont will take these necessary steps forward.  
 
We, the undersigned, ask for current and former Altamont students, parents, and faculty to join 
us in calling for more action on the part of the administration to address and combat racism (by 
signing your name here). You can add your name at this link: 
[https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfo9NM6M3N3PFUqvlRM47wNfCWJH1Gh1PqAZ
WSjD2Rll9wyDQ/viewform?usp=sf_link] 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Olivia Dure, ‘13 
Dianna Xing, ‘13 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScCCiQdhsdvvP7wFe0zRJGVbmHxV4FzlRml-jnY9IOt3fSMQA/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfo9NM6M3N3PFUqvlRM47wNfCWJH1Gh1PqAZWSjD2Rll9wyDQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfo9NM6M3N3PFUqvlRM47wNfCWJH1Gh1PqAZWSjD2Rll9wyDQ/viewform?usp=sf_link


Laure Bender, ‘14 
Jordan Davis ‘16 
Kiana Perkins ‘17 
Suneeti Chambers ‘20 
Annagrace Parmer ‘22 
Matthew Mugweru ‘21 
Gage Bell ‘21 
Merritt Edwards ‘21 
Sophie Cornelius ‘21 
Amanda Roussel ‘21 
Bay Stackpole ‘21 
Kalia Todd ‘21 
Lauren Perry ‘21 
Lilla Carroll ‘21 
Lily Davis ‘21 
Mamie Barnard ‘21 
Marlie Thompson ‘21 
Samantha Torch ‘21 
Tiana Shelton ‘21 
Tyler Walley ‘21 
Zoya Bashir ‘21 
Emily Muller ‘21 
Chloe Cross ‘21 
Mary Elisa Wagner ‘21 
Maya Kitchens ‘20 
Sameer Sultan ‘20 
Tatianna Sanders ‘20 
Tori Ellis ‘20 
Abby Sharff ‘19 
Amelia Pak ‘19 
Jehme Pruitt ‘19 
Kendall Smoke ‘19 
McLean Bell ‘19 
Rachel Wright ‘19 
Sara Catherine Cook ‘19 
Zoë Jacks ‘19 
Archana Yarlagadda ‘18 
Angie Sutton ‘18 
Catherine Harris ‘18 
David Zell ‘18 
Elise Solazzo ‘18 
Isabel Coleman ‘18 
Katherine Ennis ‘18 



Lillie Parks ‘18 
Marie Eliane Guyader ‘18 
Nicole Luthcke ‘18 
Nivedita Rao ‘18 
Victoria Triest ‘18 
Christina Johnsen ‘17 
Aarthi Namasivayam ‘17 
Afra Ashraf ‘17 
Chris Mines ‘17 
Ellie Vance ‘17 
Emily Nomber ‘17 
George Alcantara Martinez ‘17 
Imani Richardson ‘17 
Lucy Pless ‘17 
Mary Frances Lembke ‘17 
Miles Underwood ‘17 
Raleigh Bruce ‘17 
Sri Ponnazhagan ‘17 
Zoë Zahariadis ‘17 
Ashley Adams ‘16 
Christiane Joseph ‘16 
Clint Isom ‘16 
Madeleine Ness ‘16 
Josie Niedermeier ‘16 
Lilly Sharp ‘16 
Marina Dimperio ‘16 
Nicole Vaughan ‘16 
Sinan Turan ‘16 
Thomyia Wright ‘16 
Kim Sephaphathi ‘15 
Ana Robinson ‘15 
Briona Ray ‘15 
Chaise Sanders ‘15 
Kate Young ‘15 
Lauryn Hill ‘15 
Nicolas Barnum ‘15 
Olivia Jones ‘15 
Sofia Rubio ‘15 
Virginia Gresham ‘14 
Alice Bradford ‘14 
Alok Deshane ‘14 
Eric Johns ‘14 
Meg Hunt ‘14 



Isabella Trierweiler ‘14 
Lawrence Perry ‘14 
Nicholas Spence ‘14 
Sean Johnsen ‘14 
Shannon Hickey ‘14 
Lillian Culp ‘13 
Addie Clark ‘13 
Alisha Patel ‘13 
Allyson Nelson ‘13 
Blaire Alexander ‘13 
Brindon Sutton ‘13 
Emily Poole ‘13 
Emily Stockard ‘13 
Gia Pineda ‘13 
Imani Manley ‘13 
Jack Lacey ‘13 
Keith Adler ‘13 
Oliver Robinson ‘13 
Rebekah Denard Stewart ‘13 
Ruthie Jacobs ‘13 
Savannah Corrina Joyner ‘13 
Turner Collins ‘13 
Yorisha Bogus ‘12 
Julie Bryant ‘12 
Alessandra Joseph ‘12 
Jordan Giddens ‘12 
Mary Nell Sloan ‘12 
Miata Morgan ‘12 
Alexandra Whittemore ‘12 
Elinor Mannon ‘12 
Jessica Kariuki ‘12 
Jillian Hamilton ‘12 
Karmen Gaines ‘12 
Leon Dure ‘12 
Margaret Haas ‘12 
Mohit Limdi ‘12 
Lee McAlister Perchik ‘11 
Georgia Watkins Brennan ‘11 
Heather Burgess ‘11 
Mary Elizabeth Chambliss ‘11 
Cecelia Pless ‘11 
Maggie King ‘10 
Margaret Lacey ‘10 



Mason Margotta ‘10 
Emily Ness ‘10 
Sarah Letcher Yandell ‘10 
Drayton Thomas ‘10 
Jameson Ware ‘10 
Kathryn Holladay ‘10 
Marianne Williams ‘10 
Donnesha Luster Baxter ‘09 
Rachel Christie ‘09 
Faith Servant ‘09 
CeCe Lacey ‘08 
Dani Feldman ‘08 
Nick Winokur ‘08 
Omari Ho-Sang ‘08 
Laura McCraney ‘07 
Laurel Stiff ‘07 
Maggie Barnes ‘07 
Marijke DeVos ‘07 
Uche Afrika Bean ‘07 
Ellen Reilly ‘06 
Mari Darley-Usmar ‘06 
Anne Brisendine ‘05 
Ben Winokur ‘04 
Makobe Tabengwa ‘04 
Haley Colson Lewis ‘04 
Candice Priest ‘03 
Ethan Middlebrooks ‘03 
Jeremy Drake ‘03 
Joyce McKinnon ‘03 
Alice Bonner ‘00 
Martin (Andy) Galese ‘00 
Margaret Whiteside ‘99 
Lillis Taylor ‘98 
Jay Albany ‘95 
Matthew Goldenberg ‘95 
Rachael McDonald ‘93 
Rachel Ostroy ‘90 
Vanessa Lewis Ward ‘89 
Sherry Witte Sakovich ‘88 
Brooke Coleman ‘87 
Lisa Lewis ‘86 
Rebecca Bagget ‘86 
Brad LaMonte ‘85 



Lanier Isom ‘83 
Susan Johns ‘83 
Libby Morrow ‘80 
Margaret Wideman Ames ‘75 
Dorothy Shaw ‘67 
Cathy Ovson Friedman ‘66 
Pam Powell ‘65 
Robley M. Hood ‘65 
Amanda Rubio 
Anthony Manley, parent 
Barbara Parham, parent 
Beth Jabos, parent  
Deborah Young, parent 
Deven Tellis, advent ‘97 and JCCHS ‘01 
Dominique Linchet, parent 
Halle Bakir, transferred 
Isabel Hagood 
Jack Mehoff 
Janet Gresham, parent 
Jeniffer Sanders, parent 
Jonathan Pams 
Joyce Vance, parent 
Larice Manley, sister of former student 
Leon Dure, parent 
Maggie Doyle, former student 
Majella Hamilton, parent 
Margaret Cartner, former student 
Mary Brabston, Brook Hill ‘58-’62 
Morgan Smoke, alumna 
Nick Kerr 
Paula Rookis, parent 
Ramona Albin, parent 
Scott Styslinger 
Thandiwe Jolly Meyler 
 
 
 
 
 
 


